
AUTOMATE DOCUMENT PROCESSING WITH A SINGLE SCAN.

Automating business processes is a key initiative for today’s enterprises. 
Not only does automation reduce multiple tedious tasks, it also increases 
accuracy and productivity, and helps boost profitability. Enterprise-level 
organizations process vast amounts of data each day, and it is here 
that accuracy and streamlining the processes through automation is 
most critical. Kyocera DMConnect Pro is a sophisticated capture and 
distribution business application with forms recognition that intelligently 
powers document capture, processing and routing, helping enterprises 
stay efficient while strengthening their bottom line.

DMConnect Pro enables organizations to scan documents using 2D 
Barcode capabilities eliminating human error associated with the manual 
entry of data thus increasing productivity. The OCR (Optical Character 
Recognition) technology and Forms Recognition feature interpret the type 
of document that was scanned, (invoice, Excel spreadsheet, etc.) and 
extract only the essential information from the scanned document type. 
Captured information can be easily dispersed throughout the enterprise, 
while providing secure access to vital information to enhance workflow 
productivity. DMConnect Pro can integrate with active directory for added 
security at the MFP with the addition of Kyocera’s Card Authentication 
Kit. Once their ID is swiped through the card reader the organization’s 
identification credentials can be used to manage access. In addition, 
the Excel data lookup feature enables users to search information in a 
selected database easily accessing information such as a customer’s 
email address without having to install MS Office. This allows for quick 
and easy document routing and eliminates the need to manually scroll 
through an entire database.

As an example, logistics companies are among large enterprises that 
utilize 2D Barcodes (PDF417 Two Dimensional Symbol 2D Barcode). They 
employ high-density symbology, enabling the company to encode large 
amounts of data into the 2D Barcode, which will travel with the package. 
The barcodes are printed on packing slips at the MFP, which automates 
delivering and tracking services.

DMCONNECT PRO’S INTELLIGENT FORMS RECOGNITION 
EMPOWERS DOCUMENT BUSINESS PROCESSES.

DMCONNECT PRO
POWERED BY  
NUANCE

POWERFUL PROCESS 
AUTOMATION.

DMCONNECT PRO KEY FEATURES:

>  Forms recognition allows data to be extracted automatically 
without manual indexing

>  2D barcode support ability to read data from QR and PDF417 
codes enhances data extraction capabilities 

>  Data validation on the MFP panel allows users to validate OCR 
data after scanning to eliminate errors

>  MS Excel-based data lookup feature allows users to easily 
search for documents based on criteria in captured fields
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DMConnect Pro BENEFITS 

DMConnect Pro provides seamless data capture, indexing and routing 
of documents using the MFP. Enhanced features make organizing, 
retrieving and utilizing data and documents seamless and error free, 
with key capabilities including:

> Seamlessly scan 2D Barcodes, QR Codes and PDF-417 type barcodes
> Automatically extract data, create folders, structure documents, and 

move files with automatic routing
> Reduce manual data entry, saving time and effort
> Templates for document types are automatically decided using a 

forms recognition engine
> Validate the scanned data to correct or add additional information, 

eliminating errors before starting workflow, and add full pages to 
originally scanned documents

> DMConnect Studio allows user-friendly drag and drop capabilities, 
and to print a document directly from your workflow

> Seamlessly index documents and route them to your content 
management system

> Excel-based data lookup utility to easily search by name, invoice, 
year or other applicable fields, without having to install Microsoft 
office

APPLICATION SCENARIO

Within the legal industry, there are many documents that firms 
are required by law to keep on file for a minimum of seven years. 
Additionally, most firms have an extremely ambiguous and tedious 
process for creating and retrieving important data and client 
documents. They often use storage companies to transport their 
hardcopy documents and store them off site for safety and  
security reasons.

All of these scenarios present cumbersome, costly and time-
consuming challenges. They can also hamper access to critical 
information. DMConnect Pro offers a smart alternative answer, 
providing law firms with the ability to scan and store their own 
documents in easily recognizable digital files and formats, which can 
then be shared securely throughout the enterprise. It simplifies the 
workflow process, provides seamless and immediate data retrieval, 
and minimizes administrative overhead.

HyPAS®
Kyocera’s HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for Advanced Solutions) is a powerful and scalable software solution platform.  
It enhances your MFP’s core capabilities, integrates seamlessly with all widely accepted software applications, and 
enhances your specific document imaging processes. With HyPAS, you’ll share more information, optimize your  
resources, and streamline your document workflows. 

DMConnect Pro’s flexible architecture powers an organization’s workflow through 

seamless functionality that satisfies organizational needs.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Operating Systems
Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2012 R2,  
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
Windows Server 2010, Windows 8.1, Windows 7 SP1 

Minimum Hardware Requirements
2 GHz or faster processor, 1 GB of RAM, 5 GB of available hard  
disk space 

Other Software Prerequisites
Microsoft .NET version 4.6 is required 

Integration with the following versions of Microsoft Excel is supported: 

Excel 2013, Excel 2010, Excel 2007 

Integration with following versions of Microsoft SharePoint is supported:

SharePoint 2016, SharePoint Online (Microsoft Office 365),  
SharePoint Server 2013 Standard and Enterprise Edition,  
SharePoint Foundation 2013, SharePoint Server 2010 Standard  
and Enterprise Edition, SharePoint Foundation 2010


